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WHAT'S NEW
WestlawNext Canada Cross Product Integration
WestlawNext Canada, ProView and Practical Law are integrating in three key ways to enable users to 1) search, 2) browse, and 3) note-up cases more
efficiently. WestlawNext Canada is now a one-stop entry point for primary law, 300+ ProView eLooseleaf titles and Practical Law legal “know how”
solutions, increasing users’ awareness and access to legal content.

1. Spend less time looking for answers with an integrated search.
Now, searches in WestlawNext Canada will return relevant content from Westlaw Next Canada, ProView and Practical Law, in the same place. This
product integration improves the legal research experience by creating a one-stop source for legal content awareness and access.

2. “Browse Legal Topics” to learn more about a legal issue
Enhanced classification now allows users to access all relevant content from WestlawNext Canada, Practical Law and ProView, by browsing a particular
legal topic (e.g. “elements constituting relationship between employer and employee”). Users will be presented with relevant resources ranging from
primary law to up-to-date resources on how to apply the law in practice, simply by selecting their area of interest. Browse Legal Topics now specifically
includes relevant Practical Law Canada Practice Notes and Practice Note: Overviews. ProView eLooseleaf titles under the following topics are also
available from Browse Legal Topics (the list of topics will be updated on a monthly basis).

3. Confidently note-up cases with KeyCite integration.
The Citing References tab in WestlawNext Canada now returns a list of Practical Law documents and ProView eLooseleaf commentary that refer to and
analyze the case that a user is researching. This integration enriches legal research by providing users with additional secondary source information,
relevant to a specific case.

Mack’s Jury Charge Review on CriminalSource
Mack’s Jury Charge Review on CriminalSource is a unique, national collection of full-text criminal jury charges that have been the subject of review by
Courts of Appeal or the Supreme Court of Canada, accompanied by expert reviews of the appellate rulings and impugned charges. The reviews and
appended jury charges are organized by topic, allowing judges, prosecutors and defence counsel to quickly find previously contested charges on point and
identify an instruction that was accepted or rejected by a Court of Appeal or the Supreme Court of Canada. Providing access to complete charges along
with a concise review to help quickly identify precise issues and locate pertinent passages in the charge, Mack’s Jury Charge Review will be an invaluable
resource to counsel and judges in discussing and drafting the jury charge.

